Creating meshes containing good-quality elements is a challenging, yet critical, problem facing computational scientists today. Several researchers have shown that the size of the mesh, the shape of the elements within that mesh, and their relationship to the physical application of interest can profoundly a ect the e ciency and accuracy of many numerical approximation techniques. If the application contains anisotropic physics, the mesh can be improved by considering both local characteristics of the approximate application solution and the geometry of the computational domain. If the application is isotropic, regularly shaped elements in the mesh reduce the discretization error, and the mesh can be improved a priori by considering geometric criteria only.
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MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE DIVISION 1 Introduction
Automatic mesh generation tools are often used to decompose complex geometries into a union of simple geometric shapes, including triangles and quadrilaterals in two dimensions and tetrahedron and hexahedron in three dimensions. Unfortunately, meshes generated in this way can contain poorly shaped or distorted elements that result in numerical di culties during the solution process 11] . If the application contains anisotropic physics, the mesh can be improved by considering both local characteristics of the approximate application solution and the geometry of the computational domain. If the application is isotropic, regularly shaped elements in the mesh reduce the discretization error, and the mesh can be improved a priori by considering geometric criteria only. 20] , and combinations of the two. The Opt-MS software package provides several local smoothing techniques that adjust the position of one vertex at a time to obtain improvement in a neighborhood around that vertex. In particular, the Opt-MS routines work on a local submesh consisting of a free vertex, v, its incident elements, t i , and adjacent vertices, v i , as shown in Figure 1 . Mesh smoothing algorithms can be heuristic or formulated as a rigorous optimization problem, but the goal of all algorithms is to move the free vertex to a new position that improves the quality of the local submesh by some measure. For example, if the minimum angle in the mesh provides a measure of quality, then the local submesh on the right has higher quality than the submesh on the left because the minimum angle is closer to 60 o than to 20 o . Local methods achieve this improvement by adjusting only the position of the free vertex, v, in each local submesh; adjacent vertex locations remain unchanged. Some number of sweeps over the adjustable vertices are performed to achieve overall improvement in the mesh. The local techniques included in the Opt-MS package are Laplacian smoothing 8, 19] , an optimization-based approach formulated and implemented at Argonne National Laboratory, and various combinations of the two. More detailed information regarding the smoothing approaches, quality metrics, and typical results are provided in Section 2. In addition to mesh smoothing, the Opt-MS package includes a technique for untangling simplicial meshes with valid connectivity, but invalid or inverted elements (those with negative area). An invalid local submesh is shown in Figure 2 . The submesh on the left consists of a free vertex, v and its seven adjacent vertices and triangles, all of which are valid because v lies inside the feasible region (shaded gray). The submesh on the right consists of the same adjacent vertices, but the free vertex lies outside the feasible region, causing triangles t1 and t2 to have negative area. The untangling method provided in Opt-MS is formulated as a linear programming problem on local submeshes. As with local smoothing techniques, some number of sweeps through the local submeshes are performed until the mesh is untangled or a maximum number of iterations has been exceeded. A brief description of the formulation, solution technique, and typical results are given in Section 3.
The Opt-MS library has been designed to improve both two-and three-dimensional simplicial meshes through a small number of API routines. The primary functionality of the Opt-MS package and examples of its use, including the required user input, skeleton example codes, and typical output are described in Section 4. The con guration and compilation of the library is described in detail in Section 5. The API 
Mesh Improvment Methods
Local mesh smoothing techniques are formulated in terms of the grid point to be adjusted, the free vertex, v, and that grid point's adjacent vertices, V = adj(v) = fv i 3 an edge exists between v and v i g. The location of the free vertex is changed according to some rule or heuristic procedure based on information available at the adjacent grid points. Suppose x is the position of the free vertex; then the general form of a local smoothing algorithm is given by x new = Smooth(x; V; jV j; conn(V )); (1) where x new is the proposed new position of v, jV j is the number of adjacent vertices, and conn(V ) is the adjacent vertex connectivity information. Ideally, the new location of the free vertex will improve the mesh according to some measure of mesh quality such as dihedral angle or element aspect ratio. Let the values of mesh quality a ected by a change in x be f(x) = f i (x), i = 1; : : :; n. For example, if we use dihedral angle as a quality measure in a three-dimensional mesh, each tetrahedron would have six function values, one for each edge of the tetrahedron. Thus, the total number of function values a ected by a change in x would be the number of tetrahedra containing the vertex v multiplied by six. Let the minimum value of the functions evaluated at x be called the active value, and the set of functions that obtain that value, the active set, be denoted by A(x).
The action of the function Smooth is determined by the particular algorithm chosen. In this section the seven algorithms provided in Opt-MS are described.
Laplacian and \Smart" Laplacian Smoothing
For Laplacian smoothing, the action of the smoothing operator given in Equation (1) is to move the free vertex to the geometric center of the adjacent grid points. In this version of Laplacian smoothing, no e ort is made to ensure that mesh quality is improved, and because the algorithm is heuristic, poor quality or even invalid elements can result from the use of this technique. See the two leftmost submeshs of Figure 5 for an example for which Laplacian smoothing fails. However, the technique is computationally inexpensive, easy to implement, and therefore commonly used.
A simple variant of Laplacian smoothing, which we call \smart" Laplacian smoothing, relocates the free vertex to the geometric center of the adjacent grid points only if the quality of the local mesh is improved according to some mesh quality measure. In this case, the smoothing operator given in Equation (1) If A(x) > A(x 0 ) set x new =x where x i is the position of the ith adjacent vertex. Computingx is inexpensive, and the total time required by this method is dominated by the two function evaluations, f(x 0 ) and f(x).
Optimization-based Smoothing
The optimization approach used in Opt-MS nds the position x that maximizes the composite function
As a particular example, if each f i were a triangle angle, then the optimization algorithm would seek to maximize the minimum angle in the local submesh. We illustrate the character of this function by showing a one-dimensional slice through a typical function in Figure 3 . Note that each f i (x) is a smooth, continuously di erentiable function and that multiple function values can obtain the minimumvalue. Hence, the composite function (x) has discontinuous partial derivatives where the active set A changes. We solve this nonsmooth optimization problem using an analogue of the steepest descent method for smooth functions. The search direction, s, at each step is the steepest descent direction from all possible convex linear combinations of the gradients in A(x). This is computed by solving the quadratic programming for the i . The line search subproblem along s is solved by predicting the points at which the active set A will change. These points are found by computing the intersection of the projection of a current active function in the search direction with the linear approximations of each f i (x) given by the rst-order Taylor series approximation. The distance to the nearest intersection point from the current location gives the initial step length, . The initial step is accepted if the actual improvement achieved by moving v exceeds 90 percent of the estimated improvement or if the subsequent step results in a smaller function improvement. Otherwise is halved recursively until a step is accepted or falls below some minimum step length tolerance. In general, the optimization process is terminated if one of the following conditions apply: (1) the step size falls below the minimum step length with no improvement obtained; (2) the maximum number of iterations is exceeded; (3) the achieved improvement of any given step is less than some user-de ned tolerance; or (4) the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of nonlinear programming are satis ed indicating that we have found a local maximum x 5]. The action of the smoothing operator for optimization-based smoothing is given in Figure   4 .
Amenta Knupp 18] . To illustrate a case for which optimization-based smoothing succeeds where Laplacian smoothing fails, we consider the initial local submesh drawn in the leftmost gure of Figure 5 . In each submesh, the position of the free vertex is denoted with a black circle. The center submesh the shows the results of Laplacian smoothing; the free vertex position has moved outside the feasible region and elements t2 and t3 have become inverted. In the rightmost gure we show the results of optimization-based smoothing. The local submesh has signi cantly improved quality, and all of the elements remain valid. The original local submesh is shown in the leftmost gure. The center gure shows the results of Laplacian smoothing, which is a tangled mesh. In the rightmost gure we show the results of optimization-based smoothing.
The Combined Approaches
A number of approaches that combine Laplacian and optimization-based smoothing can be used to improve the mesh as e ectively as optimization-based smoothing at a fraction of the cost. In this section, we describe four such approaches available in the Opt-MS package.
Combined Approach 1 (C1) In this technique, the active value of the initial mesh is compared with a user-de ned threshold value. If the threshold value is exceeded, the smart variant of Laplacian smoothing is used; otherwise, optimization-based smoothing is performed.
Combined Approach 2 (C2) In this technique, smart Laplacian smoothing is used as the rst step for every grid point. The active value in the local mesh after this step is compared with a user-de ned threshold value. If the active value exceeds the threshold value, the algorithm terminates; otherwise, optimizationbased smoothing is performed.
Combined Approach 3 (C3) In this technique, the active value of the initial mesh is compared with a user-de ned threshold value. If the threshold value is exceeded, no smoothing is performed; otherwise, Laplacian smoothing is used. If the active value still does not exceed the threshold value following Laplacian smoothing, the optimization-based smoother is used.
Combined Approach 4 (C4) or Floating Threshold (F) This technique is similar to the second combined approach except that we use a oating threshold rather than a xed one. After each smoothing pass, the threshold value for the next pass is set equal to the global minimum active value in the mesh plus a constant. Experiments showed that a constant of ve degrees works well in practice for both two and three dimensions.
Typical Results for Mesh Improvement
Typical results comparing the e ectiveness and computational cost of the various smoothers for two-and three-dimensional application meshes are given in Freitag et al. 13 ], Freitag and Ollivier-Gooch 10], and Freitag 9] . In all cases, the mesh quality function used to determine the active value is the minimum sine of the angles in the incident elements. E ectiveness of the smoothing technique is measured by examining the global minimum and maximum angles/dihedral angles in two/three dimensions. Computational cost is measured by the average time required to smooth each vertex in the mesh. In each case studied in 9] the optimization-based method yielded a greater increase in the minimum angle than the Laplacian smoother did. The corresponding increase in computational cost is approximately a factor of four in two dimensions and a factor of ten in three dimensions. For all but one case, the combined approaches were able to obtain the same minimum angle as optimization-based smoothing used alone at a fraction of the cost. In two dimensions, the cost of the combined approaches in decreasing order was C1, C2, C4, and C3, which corresponds to a decreasing number of function evaluations. In fact, the third combined approach often required less time than the Laplacian smoother because so few grid points required smoothing. In three dimensions, the ordering for cost e ectiveness of the methods is mixed, but the C4 approach always obtains a good mesh at a low computational cost. The cost of the third approach can be further reduced by evaluating only grid points that were repositioned or are adjacent to grid points that were repositioned in the previous smoothing pass.
In addition, the C1, C2, and C4 approaches created more equilateral elements than optimization-based smoothing in both two and three dimensions. Thus, these techniques tend to generate higher-quality meshes than either Laplacian or optimization-based smoothing used alone and their use is recommended; particularly C2 and C4. In contrast, the C3 approach had a relatively poor angle distribution because only a small number of the grid points were relocated. Its use is recommended only for the cases in which the time to smooth the mesh must be small and the user is interested only in eliminating extremely distorted elements rather than an overall improvement to the mesh.
Quality Metrics Provided in Opt-MS
The Opt-MS package includes a number of geometry-based quality metrics for two-and three-dimensional meshes. Many of these measures are angle based, but new metrics can be added upon request. 1 In addition, 1 Currently supported metrics are targeted at improving meshes for isotropic problems. Anisotropic smoothing typically requires application solution information in addition to geometric information and is therefore problem dependent. The future releases of Opt-MS will allow the users to input their own quality metric function and gradient routines for optimization-based smoothing. Table 1 contains a list of currently supported metrics thatmeasure triangle quality. The Opt-MS reference variable, the number of function evaluations per triangle, n, and the formula used to compute the function value are also given. In the formulas given, i is an angle of the triangle, A t is the area, J t is the Jacobian (two times the area), J e is the Jacobian of an equilateral triangle de ned by the edge opposite the free vertex, and L i is the length of the edge opposite i . Table 2 contains a list of the currently supported metrics that measure tetrahedron quality. The Opt-MS input variable, the number of function evaluations per tetrahedron, n, and the formula used to compute the function value are also given. In the formulas given in Table 2 , i is a dihedral angle of the tetrahedron, V t is the volume of the tetrahedron, J t is the Jacobian (six times the volume), and L i is the length of the edge opposite i . . This is the default metric in both two and three dimensions.
interfaces necessary to support this functionality will be included in future releases of the Opt-MS software.
Mesh Untangling
The mesh untangling method provided in Opt-MS is a local technique formulated in the same manner as the smoothing techniques. That is, given a free vertex, v, and its adjacent vertices V = adj(v), the new position of the free vertex, x new , is given by the general operation x new = Untangle(x, V , jV j, conn(V )). Ideally, x new will either untangle the local submesh, or improve the local submesh in such a way that it can be untangled in a succeeding sweep through the mesh. The action of the operator Untangle can take a variety of forms ranging from heuristic procedures similar to Laplacian smoothing to optimization techniques such as those described earlier. In this section, we describe a formulation based on linear programming techniques that is guaranteed to converge for each local submesh problem. Figure 6 : Level sets for the minimum angle, minimum sine of an angle, and minimum root mean square quality metrics. Each of these metrics is convex in the feasible region de ned by the interior convex hull of the local submesh, but is nonconvex outside the feasible region.
Formulation and Solution
To guarantee convergence on the local submesh, the function level sets must be convex regardless of the position of the free vertex 1]. Level sets for several of the mesh quality metrics discussed in Section 2 are shown in Figure 6 . These metrics are clearly nonconvex if the free vertex lies outside of the feasible region, and convergence cannot be guaranteed for these measures when the mesh is invalid. In fact, preliminary tests using these metrics for mesh untangling often failed to converge. One function that has convex level sets regardless of the position of the free vertex is minimum element area (volume in 3D) in a local submesh f(x) = min
where n is the number of simplices in the local submesh, A i is the area (volume) of simplex t i , and x is the position of the free vertex. In two dimensions, if triangle t i is de ned by the free vertex position, x, and the positions of two other vertices, x i and x j , then A i can be expressed as a function of the Jacobian of the a y i = ?det 2 4 x i x j x k 1 1 1 z i z j z k 3 5 a zi = ?det 2 4 x i x j x k y i y j y k 1 1 1 3 5 c i = det 2 4 x i x j x k y i y j y k z i z j z k 3 5 The associated optimization problem for mesh untangling is then max min
An example of the level sets typical of this function are shown in Figure 7 for three di erent local submeshes, including one that has xed edges that are tangled. We note that this function is not suitable for optimizationbased mesh improvement because a small, but perfectly shaped element is likely to be distorted in an e ort to maximize its area. 
where C is a constant, b i is the length of the xed edge of the triangle i, and h ?i is the perpendicular distance from x to the line de ned by the xed edge of triangle i. Note that there are no restrictions on C; it can be greater than, equal to, or less than zero. Equation 4 shows that all points on a line parallel to the xed edge of the triangle create triangles of equal area. Thus, for a local submesh, the level sets are the intersection of the half planes de ned by the lines an equal distance and parallel to the xed edge of each triangle. These half planes are convex regions; the intersection of convex regions is convex, and therefore the level sets are convex. An analogous argument can be made for three-dimensional local submeshes. gives the current minimum simplex area (volume).
The primal of the linear program is then min c T y (5) subject to Ay = b; y > 0 (6) where y is the primal solution vector.
The linear programming problem de ned by equations (5) and (6) can be solved using the simplex method 14]. The phase one solution can also be formulated as a linear programming problem; the details of the formulation and solution can be found in 12]. The linear program has been solved when s i 0; i = 1 : : :n and the complementarity condition y T s = 0 has been satis ed.
Typical Results for Mesh Untangling
We illustrated the fact that local submeshes exist for which Laplacian smoothing will fail in Figure 5 . In Figure 8 , we show the same local submesh but with the initial position of the free vertex outside the feasible region. The second submesh is the result of Laplacian smoothing, which is also a tangled submesh. In the last gure, the result of using the optimization-based approach to mesh untangling is shown. In this case the free vertex is moved to a location that results in a positive area for all incident elements. To show typical results for the mesh untangling problem, we start with a two-dimensional Delaunay mesh created using the Triangle package 23]. This mesh is perturbed in a random fashion so that a user-de ned percentage of the nodes are moved a user-de ned distance. The leftmost mesh in Figure 9 shows the case in which 10 percent of the elements of mesh are perturbed a distance equal to the average element edge length, h. The perturbed mesh is untangled by using the linear programming approach. The untangling process stops when all of the elements are valid or a maximum number of sweeps have been performed (in this case twenty). The untangling proceedure results in meshes of extremely poor quality; minimum angles of 10 ?5 degrees are typical. Therefore we follow mesh untangling with three passes of optimization-based smoothing using the second combined approach described in Section 2 and the quality metric \maximize the minimum sine". In Figure 9 , the central mesh shows the results of mesh untangling, and the rightmost gure shows the same mesh after three passes of smoothing.
To examine the e ectiveness of mesh untangling as the number and severity of the tangled elements increase, we created two series of meshes. In the rst series the magnitude of the perturbation is xed to be the average element edge length, h, and additional nodes are perturbed in each successive mesh in the series. In the second series of meshes, the number of nodes that are perturbed is held xed, but the magnitude of the perturbation is increased in each successive mesh. The results showed that the amount a grid point is Figure 9 : Typical results for mesh untangling using the linear programming approach. The mesh on the left is the original, tangled mesh; the mesh in the middle is the same mesh after untangling, and the mesh on the right is the same mesh after mesh smoothing.
perturbed signi cantly increases the number of untangling passes required and decreases the e ectiveness of three passes of mesh smoothing. In contrast, the number of invalid elements did not signi cantly e ect the number sweeps required to untangle the mesh. The cost of mesh untangling per grid point is three times smaller than the cost of mesh smoothing using the C2 approach.
Using the Opt-MS Package
In this section, we describe the use of Opt-MS package to improve an application mesh. In particular, we discuss minimal amount of code needed to smooth an application mesh, give a detailed example of the user input required for each local submesh, describe the usage of the mesh quality assessment routines, and show typical output from the Opt-MS statistics and pro ling options. The details of the API function calls and their input options can be found in the appendix; the details of the algorithms can be found in Sections 2 and 3. The software is written in C, and the routines have been tested with C and C++ applications. Fortran bindings will be provided in a future release.
Smoothing and Untangling Local Submeshes
The primary functionality of the Opt-MS package is the smoothing and untangling of local simplicial submeshes (triangles in 2D, tetrahedra in 3D). This functionality can be accessed by using three Opt-MS library functions:
SMinitSmoothing to create and initialize the Opt-MS data structures. This routine must be called once before any other Opt-MS calls are made. Input to this routine allows the user to specify options for the quality metric, the optimization technique, and threshold value for the combined approaches. This routine returns a void * data structure that must be passed to most other Opt-MS functions.
SMsmooth or SMuntangle to adjust the position of a free vertex. These routines require several input arguments from the user, which are described in detail in Section 4.2. One of these arguments is the spatial location of the free vertex; on output, this argument is overwritten with the new position of the free vertex.
SMfinalize to free the data structure created by SMinitSmoothing. This routine should be called once when mesh optimization is complete. The skeleton program given below illustrates the basic use of these three calls. The OptMS.h le must be included in the preamble to de ne the smoothing functions and Opt-MS constants. The SMinitSmoothing function is called once before looping through the interior vertices of the mesh and smoothing them. The options available to the user for initializing the smoothing technique, mesh quality metric, problem dimension, etc, are described in detail in the appendix. In this example, a single smoothing pass through the mesh vertices is made before the function SMfinalize is called to free the smoothing data structures smooth data. Mesh untangling can be performed by simply replacing the SMsmooth call with a call to SMuntangle, the argument lists are the same. 
/* a user written routine */ /*-----Initialize the Opt-MS data structures ----*/ /* If argc and argv are not available, NULL may be passed in their place */ SMinitSmoothing(argc, argv, dimension, OPTMS_COMBINED, MAX_MIN_SINE, OPTMS_DEFAULT, &smooth_data);
This is a user-written subroutine to fill the data structures necessary for smoothing a local submesh. These data structures are described in detail in the next subsection
There are several API functions that allow the user to change the technique (SMsetSmoothTechnique), quality metric (SMsetSmoothFunction), threshold value (SMsetSmoothThreshold), or problem dimension (SMsetProblemDimension) at any time during the mesh optimization process. These are described in more detail in the appendix.
Input to SMsmooth and SMuntangle
The SMsmooth and SMuntangle subroutines require spatial and connectivity information about the local submesh, which the user must provide in the following argument list:
SMsmooth(int num incident vtx, int num incident tri, double *free vtx, double **incident vtx, int **vtx connectivity, void *smooth data).
Two-Dimensional Submeshes
To illustrate data that lls the argument list for a two-dimensional local submesh, we consider the submesh shown in Figure 10 . In this case, the free vertex, v, is connected to ve incident vertices, v0; v1; : : :; v4 with spatial positions as shown, and ve incident triangles, t0; t1; : : :; t4. An example for the input required in three dimensions is given for the partial three-dimensional local submesh shown in Figure 11 . Only two of the incident tetrahedron are shown; a full local submesh will typically contain many more incident elements than illustrated here. The user may obtain information regarding mesh quality by looping through the elements of the mesh and accumulating quality information. This process involves calling three Opt-MS subroutines to initialize the quality table, SMinitQualityTable, accumulate information about the quality of individual elements, SMaccumulateQualityInformation, and then print the accumulated information, SMprintQualityInformation. The input argument to the initialization and print functions is the smoothing data structure created by SMinitSmoothing, and input to the accumulation routine is that same data structure together with the spatial location of the vertices of the element simplex in right-hand order as a double ** array. The vertices array will be of dimension 3 2 for triangles and of dimension 4 3 for tetrahedron. Example usage of the quality assessment routines is provided below for a two-dimensional triangular mesh. A three-dimensional example using these routines can be found in the le OPTMS DIR/examples/3d/Smooth.c. Note that the quality table must be reset before each pass through the mesh or information will continue to accumulate over multiple passes. ... user code... initialize the mesh... SMinitSmoothing(...)... /*******************************************************************/ /* Assess the quality of the mesh */ /*******************************************************************/ SMinitQualityTable(smooth_data); for (i=0;i<mesh->num_tri;i++) { for (j=0;j<3;j++) { The call to SMprintQualityInformation will result in a table of mesh quality information printed to stdout as shown below. Quality metrics that are currently accumulated are the minimum, maximum, and average values of element angles (dihedral angles in 3D), the deviation of the element from an equilateral element, the scaled Jacobian, and, the element area. The number of values accumulated for each function is contained at the end of each row in parentheses. If more than one value is accumulated for each element, the average minimum and maximum values are also reported. 
Mesh Quality Information for 878 Elements -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quality Metric (Target) Min Value Max Value Avg Value Avg Min Avg Max -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
14e-03 (878) -----------------------------------------------------------There are 0 invalid elements in the mesh
In addition, the number of invalid elements found in the mesh, those with negative area (or volume), is also reported. The quality information accumulated about the mesh can be used in conjunction with mesh untangling by using the function call SMinvalidMesh, which returns TRUE if invalid elements were found in the last accumulation of quality information. Hence one could write a loop to untangle a mesh as follows:
while (SMinvalidMesh(smooth_data) && (untangle_pass < MAX_PASSES)) { Loop over the nodes, untangling the mesh SMinitQualityTable Loop over the elements, evaluating the quality of the mesh untangle_pass++ }
Gathering and Reporting Opt-MS Statistics
To accumulate and print statistics about mesh improvement, the Opt-MS library should be con gured with the {enable-stats option. If this option is enabled, statistics are automatically accumulated for each local submesh. Minimal impact on performance is seen when this functionality is enabled; there is no degradation of performance if the functionality is not enabled. To access the information that is accumulated, the user must call two additional Opt-MS subroutines each sweep through the mesh as follows:
for (i=0;i<NUM_SMOOTH_PASSES;i++) { SMinitSmoothStats(smooth_data); Loop over the nodes, smoothing the mesh SMprintSmoothStats(smooth_data); } The SMinitSmoothStats call reinitializes the statistics data structure so that statistics for each pass through the mesh can be accumulated individually, and the SMprintSmoothStats call prints the following table of information for the accumulated data. ****************************************************************** SMOOTHING STATISTICS ***************************************************************** 0 (0.000000) ****************************************************************** The rst value is an approximation to the global minimum value in the mesh. Because this value is determined by comparing the local minimumvalue with previously completed local submesh minimumvalues, this value is not necessarily the true global minimum value. That is, because mesh elements are included in more than one local submesh, poor-quality elements may be improved more than once in di erent local submeshes. However, the statistics-gathering routine works only with local submeshes and cannot track this global information. Thus, only the rst improvement will be recorded and the true minimum value may be greater than the one reported. The routine also prints statistics on the number of nodes for which Laplacian smoothing was used, and how many of those cases resulted in an invalid step or yielded no improvement to the mesh and were therefore not accepted. The optimization statistics include the number of nodes smoothed by using optimization-based technique, the average number of optimization iterations needed to adjust each grid point, the average active value, and the average improvement in the local submeshes. In addition, the termination status percentages for the local submeshes are reported.
Pro ling Opt-MS
The Opt-MS package has been instrumented by using the SUMAA LOG system to monitor the time required to complete various major events in the smoothing code. 3 The logging library is designed to be lightweight and nonintrusive when enabled. When the functionality is not enabled, there is no degradation of performance.
This functionality is enabled by con guring the library with -enable-logging option. The monitored events in the smoothing code include the main call to SMsmooth, which gives the total time for smoothing the local submesh. That time is further divided into optimization and Laplacian totals and important subcomponent totals such as function and gradient evaluation and search direction computation. For each event, the number of calls made is reported, along with the total time, time per call, and percentage of the total time spent in each event. These calls are nested so that the time spent in children routines are reported as a part of the parent event's time. Sample output from Opt-MS pro ling is shown below. If the argc and argv variables from the main routine are passed to SMinitSmoothing, the command line option -log file filename can be used to print logging information to a le. If this option is not desired, or argc and argv are not available, the user may pass NULL arguments instead of argc and argv.
Log Performance Summary (Single Processor) :----------------------------------Total Time (sec):
2.450e-01 Total Flops: 0.000e+00 MegaFlops:
0
.000e+00 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------No flops accumulated, printing -1 in percent flops column Event Summary:--------------------------------------------------------------
Count: number of times phase was executed Time and Flops/sec: Max -maximum over all the processors Ratio -ratio of max to min over all processors Global: entire computation %T -percent time in this event The Opt-MS library is distributed with C source code that can be con gured and built to meet a particular user's needs. In this section, the directory structure is described as well as the commands and options available for con guring and compiling the library. The use of the library is described in detail in Section 4.
%F -percent flops in this event ------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phase Count Total Time(s) Time/call Flops %Time %Flops ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Opt-MS Directory Structure
In the documentation that follows, it is assumed that the user has successfully downloaded and extracted the Opt-MS package from the le Opt-MS.tar.Z using the commands src log: contains the source code for the pro ling code used in the Opt-MS library. util: contains shell scripts used in the con guration process
Con guring
The rst step in installing the Opt-MS library on your a system is to create the le Makefile.site by using con gure. This is accomplished from the OPTMS DIR directory by typing
This script will locate the C compiler, set various options, and try to locate needed libraries (such as MPI ibf parallel logging is used).
Con gure Options
The following con gure options are available to the user:
{with-arch=ARCH: allows the user to specify the architecture for which the Opt-MS library is compiled. A utility script will try to guess this variable, but if it is unsuccessful, the con gure script will halt and ask the user to recon gure using this option.
{with-cc=CC: allows the user to specify the C compiler used to compile the Opt-MS source. If no compiler is speci ed by the user, the con gure script will attempt to nd one that works on the given architecture starting with gcc.
{with-f77=f77: allows the user to specify the f77 compiler used to compile the BLAS and Lapack routines distributed with Opt-MS. If no compiler is speci ed by the user, the con gure script will attempt to nd one that works on the given architecture starting with f77.
{with-fc lib=FC LIB: allows the user to specify the f77 libraries used to link the application codes.
This is needed for the Lapack and BLAS routines distributed with Opt-MS.
{with-opt=OPT: allows the user to specify optimization options for the compilers (both C and {enable-matlab: for two-dimensional submeshes, enabling this option causes the smoothing code to write Matlab les that draw the initial local submesh, the search direction and new local submesh each optimization iteration, and the nal local submesh. This will seriously degrade performance because of the le I/O and should be used only with Level 3 debugging on very small problems. {enable-parallel: enables the parallel option for the logging library, which allows statistics to be accumulated across the processors of a distributed memory architecture. Note that the smoothing and untangling operations are still performed locally, but global pro ling and statistics information can be accumulated across processors. Enabling this functionality requires the use of the MPI standard for communication between processors.
{with-mpidir=MPI DIR: allows the user to specify the location of an installed version of MPI. The default is /usr/local/mpi. This is necessary only if the {enable-parallel feature has been activated. {with-comm=COMM: allows the user to specify a communication device to be used if the {enable-parallel feature is activated. The default is ch p4, which typically supports a network of workstations. Devices supported on a given architecture are those supported by the local installation of MPI. This is necessary only if the {enable-parallel feature has been activated.
Example Con gure Usage
The default options for Opt-MS con guration are an optimization level of O debugging, assertions, statistics, and pro ling are turned o Thus typing ./configure will create a make le that will in turn create an optimized library for which all information gathering routines such as statistics and pro ling are turned o . If the user wishes to enable these options, he need only recon gure the system with the appropriate option selected. For example, to make the optimized version of the smoothing library for the sun4 architecture with Level 1 debugging statements and with statistics and pro ling enabled, one types:
./configure --with-arch=sun4 --enable-stats --enable-logging --with-debug=1
Architectures for which Opt-MS has been successfully con gured and built include sun4 (SUN OS 4.x) solaris (SUN OS 5.x)
Reasons for Con gure to Fail
An architecture cannot be identi ed. Run con gure with the option {with-arch=ARCH The Fortran libraries cannot be located. Run con gure with the option {with-fc lib=FC LIB The C or Fortran compilers cannot be located. Run con gure with the options {with-cc=CC or {with-fc=FC, respectively. The parallel option is enabled and the directory MPI DIR/lib/ARCH/COMM/ does not contain a compiled MPI library. Run con gure with the options {with-mpidir=MPI DIR {with-arch=ARCH {with-comm=COMM as necessary.
Compiling Opt-MS
Once con gure has created the le Makefile.site, the Opt-MS library can be made by typing ./make This will create a directory LIB DIR = OPTMS DIR/lib/libOPT/ARCH/ where OPT and ARCH are set in the con guration process. The logging library libSUMAA log.lite.a, the Opt-MS library libSM.a, and the BLAS library, blas.a, are compiled and placed in LIB DIR. If con gure is run with the option {enable-parallel, MPI communications are used to compute the logging statistics and pro ling, and the libraries libSUMAA log.parallel lite.a and libSM parallel.a are created. The example codes provided with the library are also compiled, and several test cases are run.
Make le Options
To remake the library without remaking and running the example codes, type ./make install which removes the current libraries from LIB DIR, and recompiles the logging, BLAS, and Opt-MS source code.
To remake the Opt-MS library withough remaking the logging or BLAS libraries, type ./make opt ms.
To make and run the examples without remaking the libraries, type
./make examples; ./make runexamples
Linking Opt-MS
To compile an application that uses the Opt-MS software, the user will need to add -IOPTMS DIR/include and -IOPTMS DIR/log src/include to the compile line and Opt-MS (and logging) libraries in the link line. These paths are de ned in the Makefile.site le, which can be included in the application make le, but the user should be cautious about overwriting Make le variables.
As an example, a typical application make le would contain the following lines to link the Opt-MS library into the application code. 
Running the Opt-MS Examples
A number of examples that demonstrate the features of Opt-MS are included in the directory OPTMS DIR/examples/f2d,3dg. The main driver code in each of these directories is Smooth.c, which reads in meshes from di erent sources, assesses their quality, and untangles and smoothes each one.
The executables in each directory can be made from the top level directory OPTMS DIR by typing ./make examples, or individually by typing ./make from the appropriate subdirectory. Once the executables are made, several default test problems can be run by typing ./make runexamples.
In addition to the default test problems, the example codes are designed to allow the user easily to experiment with varying numbers of smoothing passes, di erent Opt-MS quality metrics, smoothing techniques, and threshold values. These quantities can all be changed by using command line options without recompiling the executable. The options that are available to the user are -P <number of passes>: sets the number of sweeps through the mesh -M <mesh type>: a single character that sets the input mesh type. For the examples provided, in 2D use`T' for Triangle, 'C' for CUBIT, and in 3D use 'C' for CUBIT, 'Q' for QMG, and 'G' for GEOMPACK.
-i <filename>: a character string (no longer than 128 characters) that gives the le name for the input mesh. Note that Triangle meshes are contained in two les, meshname.ele and meshname.node, and the other le types are contained in a single le, meshname.mesh. The input option -i only requires meshname; the appropriate su xes are automatically appended. -T <technique>: a single character that sets the smoothing technique; use 'S' for regular Laplacian smoothing, 'L' for smart Laplacian smoothing, 'O' (capital letter o) for optimization only, 'C' for the default combined approach (approach 2), '1', '2', or '3' for the rst three combined approaches described in Section 2, and 'F' for the oating threshold combined approach.
-F <quality metric id>: an integer that sets the quality metric used. Each quality metric has been assigned a unique integer that is de ned in the le OPTMS DIR/include/SMuserDefs.h and described in the appendix under the subroutine pages for SMinitSmoothing and SMsetSmoothFunction.
-A <threshold>: a double value that sets the threshold value for the combined approaches. Input this value in degrees for the quality metrics that are de ned by element angles (such as maximize the minimum sine); for all others, input the desired threshold as it will be used in the code. For example, to smooth the mesh contained in the les Triangle/rand400.fnode,eleg using ve passes of optimization-based smoothing and the \maximize the minimum sine" quality metric on a solaris machine, the user would type smooth mesh2d.solaris -M T -i Triangle/rand400 -T O -F 4 -P 5
The output generated by the example code includes the mesh quality information printed to stdout for each pass of untangling and smoothing, and also any statistics and pro ling information that the user has enabled. In addition, a le called meshname.qual is generated that summarizes mesh quality information as measured by angle (dihedral angle in 3D) for each smoothing pass. Information included in this le is the minimum angle in the mesh, the maximum angle in the mesh, the average of the element minimum angles, and the angle distribution decomposed into six degree bins. Finally, in two-dimensions the smoothed mesh is printed to Triangle format (regardless of the input format) and can be viewed using the Triangle tool, showme. This tool can be downloaded from the URL http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html.
Speci c 2D and 3D example meshes included with the Opt-MS package are 2d/Triangle: contains two meshes, cyl200 and rand400, generated by the Triangle package 23] 2d/CUBIT: contains the rand3200 mesh generated by the CUBIT package from Sandia National Laboratories 7] 2d/Tangled: contains derivatives of the meshes in the subdirectories Triangle and CUBIT that were randomly perturbed so that some percentage of the elements are invalid. There are three meshes here, cyl200.t, rand400.t, and cubit. These meshes are used to test the 2D untangling functionality of the Opt-MS package.
3d/CUBIT: contains the tetrahedral mesh brick generated by the CUBIT package, 3d/GEOMPACK: contains two of the example meshes released with GEOMPACK, teapot If the failure occurs in the con guration process, send a brief summary of the problem and the con g.log le.
If the failure occurs with use of the library, send the local submesh that failed.
Questions and comments can also be sent to the address above, as well as suggestions for xadditional functionality. Input Parameters smooth_data a void data structure that contains the context and data structures for smoothing. This structure is created in SMinitSmoothing, which must be called prior to calling this routine. vtx a matrix containing the coordinates of the nodes of the triangle or tetrahedra. Of dimension 3 x 2 for triangles, and 4 x 3 for tetrahedra.
Notes
In 2D the min, max, and average values of the triangle angles, deviation from an equilateral triangle, the scaled jacobians, and the triangle area are computed.
In 3D, the min, max, and average values of the tetrahedral dihedral angles, scaled Jacobians, the ratio of sum of the squares of the length of the edges raised to the 3/2 power to the volume, and the tetrahdral volume are computed.
See Also Input Parameter smooth_data a void data structure that contains the context and data structures for smoothing. This structure is created in SMinitSmoothing, which must be called prior to calling this routine. This routine should be called before each global pass of measuring quality or information from the previous pass will continue to be accumulated.
Note
In 2D the min, max, and average values of the triangle angles, deviation from an equilateral triangle, the scaled jacobians, and the triangle area are printed.
In 3D, the min, max, and average values of the tetrahedral dihedral angles, scaled Jacobians, the ratio of sum of the squares of the length of the edges raised to the 3/2 power to the volume, and the tetrahdral volume are printed. The default in 2D is MAX_MIN_SINE and in 3D is MAX_SINE_DIHEDRAL. Input Parameters smooth_data a void data structure that contains the context and data structures for smoothing. This structure is created in SMinitSmoothing, which must be called prior to calling this routine.
Notes
In 3D, the min, max, and average values of the tetrahedral dihedral angles, scaled jacobians, the ratio of sum of the squares of the length of the edges raised to the 3/2 power to the volume, and the tetrahdral volume are printed. 
Note
The information printed includes -the total number of nodes smoothed, -the number for which Laplacian smoothing was used and the number of the those that resulted in an invalid mesh and/or no improvement to the mesh -the number of nodes for which optimization-based smoothing was used (including the average iteration count), -the number of cells with no improvement, -the averate active value and average improvement, and -the termination status for the cells that were smoothed.
See Also The default in 2D is MAX_MIN_SINE and in 3D is MAX_SINE_DIHEDRAL.
See Also 
